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From a writer "whose genre-jumping refusal to be pinned down [makes him] an exemplar of our era"

(NPR), a new audiobook that confirms his power to astound listeners. As a child Geoff Dyer spent

long hours making and blotchily painting model fighter planes. So the adult Dyer jumped at the

chance of a residency aboard an aircraft carrier. Another Great Day at Sea chronicles Dyer's

experiences on the USS George H.W. Bush as he navigates the routines and protocols of

"carrier-world," from the elaborate choreography of the flight deck through miles of walkways and

hatches to kitchens serving meals for a crew of 5,000 to the deafening complexity of catapult and

arresting gear. Meeting the Captain, the F-18 pilots and the dentists, experiencing everything from a

man-overboard alert to the Steel Beach Party, Dyer guides us through the most AIE (acronym

intensive environment) imaginable. A lanky Englishman (could he really be both the tallest and the

oldest person on the ship?) in a deeply American world, with its constant exhortations to improve, to

do better, Dyer brilliantly records the daily life on board the ship, revealing it to be a prism for

understanding a society where discipline and conformity, dedication and optimism, become forms of

self-expression. In the process it becomes clear why Geoff Dyer has been widely praised as one of

the most original - and funniest - voices in literature. Another Great Day at Sea is the definitive work

of an author whose works defy definition.
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This book is just about as terrible as it gets when it comes to first hand reporting from a war

zone/ship at sea. I was deployed on the BUSH and I thought it would be interesting to read a book



from an outsiders perspective about something I lived through and about people I know personally,

boy was that a mistake. Overall this is a quick read (took me a little over 3 hours one evening) but

all I really took away was:1. Mr. Dyer is high maintenance!!! He was absolutely appalled at the ideal

of sleeping in a room with someone else (seriously, you are crammed on a ship with 5,500 people, a

two man stateroom is a luxury) let alone going to he head (bathroom) with someone else.2. Mr.

Dyer has no clue about the military (he actually thought the ship had a bar, places to play ping pong

or Badminton). While this may seem trivial to me it shows how he really did not prepare at all for this

assignment, basically all he cared about was getting a single man stateroom and I guess he would

figure out everything else when he landed. If he actually cared to know what he was getting himself

into a quick google or youtube search would have answered all his questions.3. The food is terrible

and apparently he complained enough to where he finally got to eat with the Captain and have the

CO's chief make him some food.4. Apparently he was quasi stalking a married enlisted mechanic,

he mentions her numerous times in the book, the be honest its a little creepy to read and seems

more like page filler (I hope to god she never reads this book)Overall Mr. Dyer did nothing for this

great ship or its crew by writing this book. From an insiders perspective (I actually helped host a few

Distinguished Visitors (DV'S) during my tour) Mr.
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